
In English this week, the pupils have been learning
about the importance of Remembrance Day, they
have written some inspiring thoughts and poems
to mark this historical day. Below is an extract of
Milo's work.

On Wednesday morning we celebrated Remembrance Day with an outside assembly. We had some
wonderful readings, one of them being from Ned and Armaan in Year 2, click here to see how eloquent
they were. Mrs Liddell's Year 5 & 6 Art Club created a beautiful poppy display under the cherry blossom
tree which we all admired. The children were immaculately behaved and many seemed to grasp the
significance of the day. 
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This week Florence achieved a Distinction
for her Grade 5 descant recorder exam,
which is the equivalent of a Grade 9 in the
practical element of a GCSE in Music. This
is a phenomenal achievement and as some
of you will be aware, this takes hundreds of
hours of practise. Her approach to playing
shines in her performance. Well done!
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Nell has been
awarded the trophy
this week as she has
made incredible
progress in her
learning and always
demonstrates a
positive attitude.

YEAR 5 YEAR 8
We can’t welcome visitors into the school but the art
board outside Mr Massey's office is still looking great.
The current display focuses on portraits. Year 8 have
been inspired by Ed Fairburn whose “thoughtful
integration of human portrait and typography make
it appear as though the two have always belonged
together. Can you guess who they are?

https://www.daneshillprepschool.com/wp-content/uploads/Ned-Armaan.mp4


The girls are excelling in their hockey lessons. The
additional coaching sessions due to no fixtures are
really benefitting the skill development of the
pupils and the progression is clear. We are looking
forward to seeing the boys in action on Monday as
they change from football to hockey. Please don't
forget shin pads, gum-shield and hockey stick if
you have one.

Don't forget to wear your odd socks on Monday in aid of a nation-
wide 'anti-bullying' week, in which all schools will be celebrating
the beauty of diversity and the respect for which it deserves.

Reception have spent the week learning about the Hindu festival of Diwali. They have retold the story of
Rama and Sita and have learnt about how Hindus prepare for the celebrations. They have made diya
lamps; created Rangoli patterns and Mehndi designs; explored Indian clothing and enjoyed snack time
in our Diwali celebration house. We will be thinking about the similarities and differences between
Christmas and Diwali over the next few weeks as we prepare for Christmas.
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YEAR 7 YEAR 5 & 6 
Year 5 are all thrilled to receive their Bunsen Burner
badge and Laboratory Safety badge for their lab
coats. In Year 6, Hattie, Hector, Henry, Lottie, Phoebe
and William have all been awarded their silver
graphing badges. More opportunities will be
available during the next few weeks for all pupils in
Years 4 to 8 to gain credits for the different scientific
skills. Watch this space!


